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Writing in Hostelling News in the winter edition of 1972-73, South-West Regional Secretary Ken Tyler described
the small but popular hostel at Elmscott in North Devon, already established almost 25 years:
Indispensable Elmscott
Just after the war, in 1948, a small village school closed in Elmscott, a hamlet three miles south-west of Hartland.
The YHA immediately took the opportunity of acquiring it to provide much needed accommodation; indeed,
the newly-retired schoolmistress became the first warden! An old hand pump in the garden could not keep pace
with hostellers’ demands, so a lady water-diviner was called in and found an ample supply at 100 feet under the
school yard, now pumped in by electricity.
Elmscott Hostel, which provides simple accommodation in the former school-house and separate classroom
block, has served hostellers well. The facilities are adequate rather than lavish, but the warden has painted the
house throughout in positive, attractive colour schemes, it is quite comfortably furnished in traditional hostel
style and a welcome is assured. Now a car park is provided in the school yard for people who will undoubtedly
wish to stay several days to explore such attractive rural surroundings. A small, separate building can be used by
leaders of small school parties for briefing sessions. It has also been of advantage to leaders of the birdwatching or
painting and sketching holidays run by YHA’s own Adventure Holiday department.

Elmscott School had opened in 1879. It was built for 70 pupils, and provided local education
through to the Second World War, when evacuees boosted the numbers on roll, but their
return home reduced pupil numbers and the school had to close. Thirza Goaman, the present owner, explains that
the schoolhouse was the headmaster’s residence, converted to the hostel common room and dining room, with staff
quarters above. At the bottom of the garden was a shed housing the privy for the schoolhouse. The schoolroom was
divided into two classrooms, where there had once been black stoves for heating and warming the children’s dinners.
Rucksack Magazine of Midsummer 1948 described how working parties had been busy preparing the hostel. A 22bed hostel was made ready for the season, with the classroom turned into two dormitories and the common roomcum-dining room in the house. 980 members
stayed in that first year. Preparations took a
couple of seasons to finalise. For whatever
reason, the hoped-for purchase was considerably
delayed, the hostel not passing to the YHA
Trust until November 4th, 1950; perhaps it was
rented before that date, or occupied on a
promise. The freehold property occupied a quarter of an acre and cost YHA £1,000, as shown in the extract above
from the Trust property book, while the Ministry of Education chipped in with its usual grant-aid. A little later, in
April 1953, a small piece of farmland was acquired, a twentieth of an acre in area, for reasons unknown.
The 1948 Devon and Cornwall Annual Report indicated: New hostel near Hartland has been opened: warden Mr P
Hunter. All was not so straightforward, however. The trials of establishing a warden here were differently, and
amusingly, described in his YHA memoirs by Charles Allen, who preceded Ken Tyler as Regional Secretary:
Elmscott was a North Devon venture that proved successful, although I had my doubts in the early days. The
Devon Educational Authorities put on the market a number of isolated country school buildings, of which
Elmscott was one. Negotiations were entered into for the purchase of this school property, along with the school
house attached, which at the time, still housed the one time school mistress, who was not prepared to move out,
even following the purchase by the association. So to get things going we arranged for the school mistress to act as
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warden. This arrangement worked for one full season, but the dear old lady was still living in the Victorian age
and could not get on with the present day approach to life by the youth hostels members.
The hostel was closed for the first winter period, during which time I prevailed upon the good lady that we
would want to take over all the accommodation in the house, leaving just one room for her to make use of. I also
had to inform her that the only arrangement we could make for her meals was that she would have to share the
kitchen with another person, who would be in residence to act as a warden for the next season. This eventually
did persuade her to move out in time for the new season.
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1: the thick covering of ivy suggests that this is the earliest postcard view of Elmscott youth hostel.
The schoolhouse is on the left and the separate classroom block on the right in this view from the neighbouring field;
2: another early postcard view of Elmscott youth hostel, taken from the rear. The curiously overlarge YHA
symbol has drawn some comment over the years, but on close inspection may well be an artist’s addition
pasted on to the gable end in the postcard’s preparation – a technique of photographic manipulation
common at the time. The sign is not seen in any other illustration. The narrow lean-to nearest the wall
has served for many years as the hostel’s self-catering kitchen, while the headmaster’s little
outside privy, now gone, was positioned far to the left (author’s collection)

Charles Allen described another intriguing aspect of the first years at the hostel:
Elmscott in the early days was always short of water, having to rely on rainwater storage tanks, and the
schoolhouse garden hand pump. So it was necessary to give consideration to another water supply; therefore it
was agreed that we should obtain the services of a water diviner, there being a well known person by the name of
Miss Ironside…
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We had a very dry summer, which meant that the hostel ran completely out of water, and had to make
arrangements for the delivery of water by tanker, to keep the hostel going. This rather forced the committee’s
hand and the following year I was given instructions to contact water bore hole contractors to sink a bore at the
position indicated by Miss Ironside, at a cost of £1 per foot. The day arrived for the water drilling machine to be
set up in the yard, and for some time boring continued, until on the third day water was struck at a depth of 95ft.
Pumping went on all night, to see if the level of water would drop; this continued until I arrived the next
morning. The engineer in charge approached me and said ‘well Mr Allen, your association is very fortunate, there
is plenty of water at the depth of 95ft, as indicated by Miss Ironside.’ The bore was extended downwards to the
depth of 120ft and has one of the best supplies of water in the area. To this day [1977] that bore has never let the
hostel down.

Another early postcard view of Elmscott hostel, showing the isolated rural setting on a little lane running north.
A pleasant vegetable patch stood in one corner, a little playground, now the car park, in another (author’s collection)
The hostel settled into a pattern of popular yearlong use, with almost 4,000 annual
overnights – often touring cyclists covering huge mileages – registered as early as 1952. John
Rampling had taken over the wardenship in 1949 and stayed for five seasons. Miss E Briggs
took over in 1954, and stayed for 14. The wardens’ quarters were on the first floor of the
schoolhouse. The hostel expanded to 30 beds in 1950, and stayed at that figure for 40 years.
A 1962 Youth Hosteller Magazine article described the place as:
A snug little hostel (30 beds). The playground is a little grass-grown now, but the style of architecture is
obviously that of a school building. It lies in the heart of the scattered hamlet of Elmscott, a very rural setting.
Only one mile away, across the fields, are the high cliffs of a magnificent piece of coastline. Part of Elmscott’s
attraction is its remoteness. It lies three miles off the nearest main road. From the West Country Inn, on the
A39, the approach is by a maze of narrow lanes. But to cyclists and walkers who seek it out, the hostel is most
rewarding. This is one part of the south-west which is still completely unspoilt. No shacks or caravans, indeed
there is little accommodation at all except the hostel, lonely and remote, but worth going a long way to see.

Elmscott hostel had provided accommodation throughout the year, closed for a month here and there, since 1949,
but from 1965 moved to a pattern of opening from about Easter to the end of September or October only. From
that time some of the wardens lived permanently at the schoolhouse, acting as caretakers in winter, some simply
arrived at the start of each new season. After Miss Briggs there followed Mr JE Sydes, in 1968, and for most of the
1970s, John Stacey. For them, the reality was that, with the national decline in cycling, fewer members were reaching
the North Devon outpost during the 1960s to 1980s period; annual overnights were as often under 2,000 as above.
The rise of motoring holidays based at hostels helped to mitigate this loss from the early 1970s, as YHA’s regulations
changed.
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In 1974, John Stacey carried out several improvements, including insulation of hot water in the women’s washroom
and a shaver point in the men’s washroom, while in 1977 he fitted out new and much improved washrooms.
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Photographs of Elmscott hostel in its peaceful setting, in the early 1980s.
1: by much-travelled member George Miller (1980); 2: by regular cyclist-hosteller Ron Sant (1981) (author’s collection)

At the beginning of the 1980s Annabel Llewellyn-Williams took on the wardenship. David McMinn followed in
1983, but the first wave of changes in the method of overseeing the hostel would arrive within a year, relying on
volunteers and ceasing the provision of meals. Writing in 2004, David recalled:
I was appointed warden at Elmscott in June ’83. It was demanding work. All cooking had to be on an ancient
Aga, which would burn nicely when the breeze was in the right quarter… The nearest cash and carry, a secondrate affair, was at Bideford. I closed the place for winter in Sept ’83 and since then only volunteer wardens have
served there.

In an effort to draw in more tourists, YHA reverted to calling the hostel Hartland from 1983, a geographical
approximation they had first tried in 1948. They juggled with various combinations of Hartland and Elmscott for
some years until Elmscott Bunkhouse became the favoured term in the new century. Hostelling News commented on
the volunteering changes in its Winter 1983-84 issue:
For 1984, Hartland (Elmscott) hostel, on Devon’s Hartland Peninsula, joins the ranks of hostels wardened by
volunteers. The 30-bed simple hostel is in a converted school and schoolhouse with a view of Lundy Island. The
Devon coastal footpath is only half a mile away.
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An internal YHA memo in 1985 praised Geoff Smith’s committed team of volunteers, proving yet again what a
welcoming and competent service they provided at Hartland and Start Bay. Geoff was a much travelled and
experienced YHA worker of the old school, with 40 years or more of selfless energy spent on work parties and
volunteer wardening, especially in the Home Counties, Mid-Wales and the South-West.
At the end of the 1980s YHA introduced its Rent-a-Hostel scheme, an idea pioneered right here in the South-West
in 1989 at Boscastle. Elmscott was incorporated a little later.
More voluntary changes came to Elmscott hostel in the early 1990s, though it temporarily reverted to a full-time
warden for one year, 1991, as this article from YHA News of April 1992 explained:
Elmscott (Hartland) Youth Hostel in North Devon is to be manned by volunteers once again this season. Last
year’s full time warden, Alison Tooby, has moved to Boswinger in Cornwall, but is to continue looking after
Elmscott, organising a team who will run this delightful small simple hostel. With the whole season from April
to the end of September to cover, Alison will be very pleased to hear from anyone who can spare a week, or
preferably two, for this most worthwhile and enjoyable job.
It has always been simple, yet popular, with walkers and cyclists due to the superb location, with spectacular
coastal scenery and views of Lundy Island. This beautiful remote comer of Devon is missed by so many as they
dash down into Cornwall, which is good news for those who do bother to discover it.
The weather has caused a few problems over the years; the near disastrous loss of the [schoolroom] roof in the
stormy winter of 1990 put the hostel’s future in doubt, but it now has a smart new roof, comfortable new
furniture and has been decorated inside and out. There is even an efficient modern shower that those who
remember the old arrangements will be very pleased to hear about. So it’s not surprising that many who stayed
last year considered it to be one of the best value hostels around, yet it has retained that traditional small hostel
atmosphere where hostelling tales are swapped in the common room and friends are made over a shared pot of
tea!
There are no meals provided, so the job of the voluntary warden is to sign in, serve in the shop, make sure the
place is kept clean and tidy, and that everyone enjoys their stay. There is private accommodation for two so why
not bring a friend and share the work – and the fun.

Gill Keen has assisted at Elmscott as volunteer warden and co-ordinator for many years. She writes of Alison:
In the 90s she was the YHA Manager for all the volunteer manned hostels in the South and South West Regions.
She lived in East Devon, but was totally dedicated to the hostels and spent most of her life staying in one or the
other. She had a real eye for interior and garden design and on first being appointed, tastefully redecorated
Elmscott, made new curtains and refurnished most of it. Most of her curtains and soft furnishings are still in use!
She designed and planted the garden, most still growing well today. Alison’s job was made obsolete and she was
offered an office job in Matlock, but her only interest was working in ‘her’ hostels, so she reluctantly resigned.

After Alison resigned later, about 1995, Jane Maskell was appointed caretaker and stayed in the role until YHA sold
the hostel. In September 2012 Alison was drowned in a tragic accident when surfing with her two boys near Bude.
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Rent-a-Hostel publicity photographs from the 1990s.
1: schoolhouse lounge, with attractive Ercol-style furniture; 2:dining room (YHA Archive)
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1&2: further Rent-a-Hostel publicity photographs from the 1990s. 1: the narrow galley kitchen;
2: schoolroom block dormitory. Note the old iron-frame beds, high ceiling and tall window;
3: the schoolroom in the 1990s, with the new roof. The window top lights were
later blanked off when the dormitory ceilings were lowered (YHA Archive)

Throughout the period of volunteer wardening in the 1990s the hostel gained a new lease of life, aided by constantly
improved facilities, so that annual overnights rose steadily to 3,300 by the end of the decade. In 1997 better washing
facilities were created in the main building. There was now a peak capacity of 38 beds, provided in 4- and 6-bedded
rooms, mostly in the annexe. The following year the annexe had new showers.
YHA News for winter 1998-99 announced a major improvement project, using money from the Small Hostels
Fund Appeal. Central Heating and a hot water system were to be installed; a new borehole would upgrade the water
supply; other jobs would include some new windows, a porch, and new curtains, carpets and bedding. The work was
finished in time to reopen the hostel at Easter 1999.
There was more hostel reorganisation in the years immediately following 2000, with some managers’ responsibilities
increased to control more than one site. One suggestion was to rationalise the running of Boscastle, Tintagel and
Elmscott hostels under one manager at Boscastle, but this was impracticable; Boscastle and Tintagel remained (and
are still) paired, while for a time Elmscott was paired with Steps Bridge, 50 miles distant.
YHA was hit very hard by the Foot and Mouth outbreak in 2001: in that single year, in line with the national
pattern, the overnights at Elmscott plummeted to only 1,700. The financial ramifications for the Association were
severe and long-lasting, so much so that despite bumper years here in 2003-2006, YHA was forced to select over 30
hostels for closure to cut back on the scale of its property network. Elmscott was included, and the hostel proposed
for closure on 1st October 2006, though it would remain available for single-use YHA rental until January 2007.
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A mitigating factor in the closure programme was that many of the targeted hostels were to pass to private
ownership with several new owners continuing to work with YHA under the Enterprise Hostel scheme. The
saviours here were Mr and Mrs Goaman, neighbouring farmers, who bought the property and business; the hostel
and YHA’s presence in North Devon have continued seamlessly and successfully under their direction from early
2007. Mrs Thirza Goaman describes the connection:
The Goamans have lived at Elmscott since the 1600s. We bought the YHA as it seemed the right thing to do.
We have raised the standard from a 1 star hostel to a 3 star and have visitors from all over the world. It’s amazing
that they find us.

More recently, there has been emphasis on refurbishment, with smaller family rooms: one two-bedded, three fourbedded and three six-bedded. A recent extension to the schoolroom building has provided a much roomier second
kitchen and dining space, in an open-plan pattern, and the female washrooms and showers have recently been
upgraded. Usage arrangements are now flexible enough to allow for 15-bed, 20-bed and 35-bed patterns of booking.
Camping is allowed to the rear of the schoolhouse (the space below the ivy in the earliest postcard view). Andrew
Long has wardened as a volunteeer from about 1989 to 2013, and continues to help at the hostel. For him Elmscott
was the place that he liked best and it grew on family and friends as they visited each summer. He recalls:
It seems very sheltered behind stone walls. However I recently (2016) watched a large family tent being gradually
flattened by the wind. When I first wardened properly in 1989 I used to walk down to Lower Elmscott Farm
(left out the gate and 200 yards) to get milk to sell to the hostellers. It was scooped out of the cooler into a jug.

Two one-inch pin badges from the 1950s to 1970s era (author’s collection)

Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows
1948-1991: previous Oct to Sept; 1992: Oct 1991 to Feb 1993; 1993-present: Mar to following Feb
*: 17 month period
1940

1941

1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

1947

1948

1949

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

980

2265

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

3462

3779

3885

3546

2831

2673

2567

2593

2168

2174

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

2120

1921

2053

1825

1887

1617

1629

1435

1778

2013

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

2129

1566

2114

1870

2250

2293

open

2411

2672

2767

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

2383

1942

1656

1570

1594

1776

1642

1775

1869

2275

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

1568

1805

2431*

2408

2259

2376

2705

2802

3004

3329

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2688

1704

2613

3421

3929

3386

3428

open

open

open

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

open

open

open

open

open

open
open
open
open
open
.
© John Martin, 2020. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive.
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Elmscott YHA Bunkhouse since 2007.
1: the hostel has a welcoming entrance and a large car park on the original playground. This view looks towards the coastal
path less than a mile to the west; 2: the old schoolhouse in fine fettle; 3: cheerful dining room; 4: dormitory, with lowered ceiling;
5: the up-to-date expanded and combined second kitchen and dining space was provided in 2015 as an annexe to the
schoolroom block. The new kitchen allows for greater flexibility with more than one group, or a smaller group can take one half
of the hostel. At the same time the garden was landscaped and the warden’s privy disappeared (images 1-5, YHA Archive);
6: maintenance work on the schoolroom block; 7: the old annexe entrance, now superseded;
8: the reconfigured window pattern; 9: outhouse and cycle facility (images 6-9, author’s photographs, April 2014)
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